Imagine knowing where your jobs are in production at any moment in time. Imagine improving throughput by eliminating delays and bottlenecks. Imagine improving profitability through better estimating and efficiencies.

**CheckMate Job Tracking** allows you to estimate and control your production work flow by tracking jobs in an intuitive, easy-to-use application that fits how you work. The system uses fast, accurate barcode technology. There are no monthly fees – you own the software, and it is affordable for all sized companies.

**CheckMate** manages your jobs – where they are in production and where they are stalled. The system is designed to fit to your processes with many user-defined fields and variable item descriptions. The software has been in the field for over 20 years – it is a very stable turnkey system.

**Purchase the Job Tracking TotalTrack System™** and get all you need from one source:
- software
- scanners
- labels
- installation
- training
- support

**KNOW WHAT DEPARTMENT HAS THE JOB**
CheckMate Job Tracking records the specific location of a job or workorder. The Check Out/In process tracks the job to employees, departments, tasks, whatever you designate as a responsible party.

**IDENTIFY BOTTLENECKS & IMPROVE WORK FLOW**
CheckMate reports the length of time a job has been at a specific check point. Bottlenecks and stalled orders can be identified quickly, resulting in improved efficiencies and on time shipments.

**IMPROVED CUSTOMER SERVICE**
CheckMate provides the up-to-the-minute information so that your customer service department can answer questions regarding job status. Customers will know if their job is “on time” whenever they ask.

**IMPROVE JOB PROFITABILITY**
CheckMate Job Tracking maintains a complete activity history of every workorder in the database including how long a job was at each location and how long it took to complete. Improve job efficiencies and provide more accurate quotation estimates with this historical information.

**Dynamic Systems Inc**
Barcode Technology Solutions
RESPONSIVE. INCLUSIVE. AFFORDABLE.

800-342-3999 / 425-216-1204
11411 NE 124th St., Suite 275
Kirkland, WA 98034
www.dynamic-systemsinc.com
Why CheckMate™ from Dynamic Systems?

Dynamic Systems Inc. has been providing reliable barcode systems since 1981. We are known for our responsiveness and our affordable solutions.

“I would highly recommend this solution (CheckMate Job Tracking). It does exactly what it is supposed to do…technical support is excellent.”

John Shanley
Owner
Labels West

CheckMate™ Job Tracking

INCREASE COMPANY PROFITABILITY:
• Improve production efficiencies by identifying stalled jobs and bottlenecks
• Increase per job profits by better quotes based on actual labor per job
• Increase repeat business by providing on-time deliveries at accurate prices

MANAGE JOBS:
• Locate job to employee, task, department, etc.
• Set “Due Dates” and track overdue jobs
• Easy Check Out/In – one-scan scheme to move from location to location

REVIEW JOB HISTORY:
• By Department, Task or Employee
• By length of time (total or per task)

REPORTING:
• Many Standard Reports (Activities, History, Checked Out, Checked Out To, Time Checked Out To (Task/Employee/Department)
• Ability to Do Queries
• Optional Report Writer – Write Your Own Unique Reports

For an Online Demonstration Call 800-342-3999 ext. 5200